Osmosis Prime. You'll receive an email to activate your Osmosis Prime by Wednesday, past AMWA involvement. Attachment of your CV is encouraged but not necessary. We will

MerryJean Losso, MD to be featured in AMWA's upcoming Racism in Medicine narrative medicine projects, and help lead residency recruitment.

Vanderbilt Owen School of Business, help with research on female athletes, work on something that seemed interesting to me. Interesting and career defining experiences occurred when I was willing to take a chance. My family, friends, mentors, and a determination to find my passion. I tried a lot of

Editors of this issue:

AMWA-ATS: A Career in Critical Care: Webinar

February 4, 2021 at 7:20 p.m. (ET)

Join our panel of distinguished Critical Care Women educators and research scientists. We hope to engage critical care medicine is an exciting career to pursue. The

AMWA X OSMOSIS: WOMEN IN HISTORY MONTH VIDEO SUBMISSIONS

RAFFLE WINNER FOR AMWA END-OF-YEAR SURVEY

If YOU want to be featured on the next AMWA Resident/Fellow Member Spotlight, or you know someone who should be featured,

Highlight an AMWA Resident on Instagram!

We are inviting all attendees to ask questions during the

AMWA-ATS: A Career in Critical Care: Webinar

Health, Research, and Academia

You can ask questions directly about research awards, about the position can be found here: Residency Division Positions

Accepting Applications for AMWA Resident Conference Co-Chairs 2021-2022

AMWA Section of Diversity and Inclusion will be coordinating the Annual National

AMWA Annual Meeting 2021

March 25, 2021

Residency Division Positions
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